
Acorn Industrial Components launch redesigned website to help 
OEM manufacturers with more supply chain services
UK manufacturers are waking up to the benefits of using logistics experts to upgrade their 
supply chain — Acorn are providing more in-depth information to help them make the change 
  
East Sussex, UK – November 2018 
— 
UK manufacturers are waking up to the outstanding benefits in having an expert logistics partner upgrade their 
supply chain management. With this in mind, Acorn Industrial Components has updated and redesigned our 
website to give more accessible information to OEM manufacturers and specialist sector clients who demand the 
best inventory and component supply. 

“We’re seeing a big upsurge in existing and prospective clients wanting to upgrade their procurement and 
components supply to  more holistic wrap-around services — when they do they invariably make their supply chain 
more resilient and robust,” states Chris Till, Managing Director of Acorn Industrial Components. “We’re a family-run 
firm and pride ourselves on creating a bespoke supply chain solution mix for each client. The jargon and terms in 
the field can be a barrier, so we wanted to upgrade our website to be as modern, accessible and clear as possible to 
provide much more information on the advantages and benefits of different supply chain approaches.” 

Give yourself a supply chain upgrade, visit the new site at www.acornic.co.uk 

#SCMupgrade 

— reduce stock to derive inventory efficiencies 
— reduce administration and time managing purchasing and sourcing 
— reduce order turnaround time 
— eliminate line-downs and stock-outs 
— open and transparent tracking and measurable results 

### 

About ACORN INDUSTRIAL COMPONENTS 

At Acorn we provide component sourcing, inventory management, and supply chain logistics services. Our range of 
solutions also includes sub- assembly and kitting, MRO industrial vending solutions, vendor managed 
inventory,warehousing consultancy and full 3PL (Third Party Logistics). Our services boost your back-end logistics 
and inventory infrastructure with open and transparent tracking and results. By creating honest expectations and 
relationships our clients benefit from a first-rate, bespoke service offering. 

http://www.acornic.co.uk  

For enquiries: 
Dan McGlinchey +44 (0) 1444 462462  dan@acornic.co.uk
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